
ENGLISH     ACTIVITIES     GRADE  6            WEEK  5  ( memo  )                  

   COMPREHENSION      Predicting  the  Weather  .     Pg 107   No  1-5   

1    a  . true /    b  true    /    c  false  .  2..a Ceres /  Worchester/  Paarl.  2  gb  26* C 

   2c   ceres  10km/hour.   3. fore      4. Meteorologists.  

5. weather forecasting  involves  predicting the  weather .  

( In the  past people  looked  at nature  for clues ) 

LANGUAGE  ---- COMPLETE  the  sentences  inserting  proper ADJECTIVES   

1. The   __old/  rich______man   lived in  a  _huge / beautiful ________house .  

2. The _clever_/ intelligent__girl   won  all the  awards  in class.  

3. Ishmael   picked  the   ___ripe  / delicious ______apples  from the  garden . 

4. Neo   drank  a   glass of  _warm / cold  milk  and _chocolate/  Tasty biscuits . 

5. Those  _history / science _books   were  found  on  the __wooden table . 

6. Mr  Khosa  drives  a   new   and  _fast _car .  

WORKBOOK  :    Complete  Pg  124/  125   on  adjectives  . 

WRITING   :  Write    a  NARRATIVE    essay of   4  paragraghs  about  24 lines   

(    A STORY ABOUT  A  FUNNY  SITUATION    )  .pg  117    -     

(  Include  relevant  details  about  the  setting, characters   ,  challenges experienced  , Funny 

mishaps , silly tricks    etc .) Focus  on  sentence  structure ,  grammar , spelling  .  

          Complete    The  MINDMAP   in  your  book   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

     Writing   Rubric  ( allocate  marks   in  the  rubric  )                                          20 

1.Is  my mindmap  complete.          4  

1.Relevant    information   ( did I  write  about  a   funny  situation  )          3  

2. Did  I  name  the  characters .          2  

2. Did  I  use  words   from the  vocabulary .           3  

3. Check  spelling  errors           4  

4. Check   sentence   structure  and language            4  

 

1.Describe  the  place and  characters 

. the  special occasion 

Topic  

3Name  the  characters  and  in  detail  tell  us  

why  it  was  so  amusing.g  

2.  an unexpected surprise . relate   

in sequence what  and  how it  

Happened . 

How  you  will  never  forget  this  

incident . what  happened  at  the  

end . what  lesson you  learnt . 

Use  these words in your  story : VOCABULARY -  anxious , excited, different , uncomfortable , silly  , 

laughable  , awkward , careless, alarmed ,  problematic,   , noisy crazy  , misundersatanding , playful   , 

wild , rowdy  ,  attitude ,  dismissed ,frequently ,  irresponsible,  disturbing ,  .Ill  disciplined , cheated ,  

funny  mishaps  



      

     READING   : Reader --  FROZEN  STIFF    Pg  68  ( answer in full sentences   )                                                

( mark  according  to  mark  allocation. Write  the  total in the  circle  on top  )                                                                                                             

1. Describe  Mary   and  John  listing  2  things  on  each one .   4 
 

Mary     John 

Intelligent  Hardworking  
shrewd Cheater  

                                     

2.-Write  the  menu  of  Mary ‘s   supper   
__roasted  lamb  /  potatoes /   beans  /  salad  2 

 

3. What  was  the  important  message  John   wanted  to   tell  Mary  
He’s  leaving  her  and    he is  in  love  with  another  woman                  2 

4. What   happens  to  John  ? 
he   died                                                                                1 

5. What   is  Mary’ s  surname   
_    Pieterson                                                                                 1 

6. Name    2  items  that   Mary  purchase s at  the  store  for  R23 60.  
1  tin  of  tinned  peaches    /    1  tin  of  condensed  milk            2 

       7.When  she  returns  from  the  shop  what  happened  at  home ? 

he   was  found  dead   in  the  house                                1. 

          8.WHO  was   Mike   Louw  ?  WRITE  down  in  4  sentences  that  he  believed   
Possibly  happened  at  home .  

1.   He  was  the  detective       

2._Mary  was  not  at  home  

            3_ there  was  no  weapon   

            4 The  murder  entered  through  the  back  door .4 

9. Who  finally  ate  the  supper  ? The  detective s  1 
 

10.Predict  who  do  you  think   killed  John  ? Provide  a  reason  for  your  answer ? 
Open  --- REMEMBER     your   decision  must  match  the  reason  

_____________________________________________________________________2           

                       REMINDER   !!!!!!!! 

 

 

            1. ENSURE  that   you   write  headings  for  each  section . 

            2.Rule  off    after  each  lesson .                    

            3..Use  the  MEMO  each  week   to  Mark  your  work in pencil.  

            4. Do  corrections . 

            5.. Write  totals  on  top  of  the  page  for  reading . 


